By way of introduction: modelling living systems, their diversity and their complexity: some methodological and theoretical problems.
Some principles for a current methodology for biological systems' modelling are presented. It seems possible to promote a model-centred approach of these complex systems. Among present questions, the role of mechanisms producing random or quasi-random issues is underlined, because they are implied in biological diversification and in resulting complexity of living systems. Now, biodiversity is one of our societies' and scientific research's main concerns. Basically, it can be interpreted as a manner, for Life, to resist environmental hazards. Thus, one may assume that biodiversity producing mechanisms could be selected during evolution to face to corresponding risks of disappearance: necessity of chance? Therefore, analysing and modelling these 'biological and ecological roulettes' would be important, and not only their outputs like nowadays by using the theory of probabilities. It is then suggested that chaotic behaviours generated by deterministic dynamical systems could mimic random processes, and that 'biological and ecological roulettes' would be represented by such models. Practical consequences can be envisaged in terms of biodiversity management, and more generally in terms of these 'roulettes' control to generate selected biological and ecological events' distribution.